INTRODUCTION
Corporation, from Plantation, Florida, under the One Pass to Production project and is currently As part of the system development cycle, an iteraongoing at Florida Atlantic University's Center for tion of a model-driven development process begins Systems Integration.
with requirements specification, where marketing specialists and product managers describe funcThe key to the proposed approach is to close tional requirements, technical specifications, feathe semantic gap between requirements, compotures and use cases in natural language, in a seminents and architecture by using compatible semanformal format, such as Marketing Requirements tic models for describing both product requirements Documents, Unified Modeling Language (UML) [8] and component capabilities, including constraints.
or System Modeling Language (SysML) [7] . Fol-A domain-specific representation language is delowing the requirements specification, system arsigned that spans the application domain (mobile chitects and engineers create a hardware/software applications, in our case), the software design doarchitecture design that must fulfill all the requiremain (UML/SysML meta-schema) and the compoments and satisfy any specified constraints. This nent domains. This language is used to represent design stage includes mapping product features, ontologies, which are textual representations that Quality of Service (QoS) constraints and behaviors capture the semantics of concepts common to prodto a component-based architecture. This product uct requirements and design modeling, and the decomposition process involves QoS translation relationships between them. The ontology (meta-(from product to sub-product to component level), model) for requirements specifications is based on matching requirements/constraints to compone4ts, the Semantic Web Ontology Web Language (OWL) and componenit configurationl. The implementation [12] . It covers concepts for product requirements and deployment stages follow thereafter.
(features and structure), and a set of constrainit Th,e transitionl from requirements to an arch,itecch,ecking rules. Th,ese rules permit consistency and ture design is largely done manually with the help completeness validation for requirements models before their use in architecture design. The RDDA [3] . ontology is expanded to cover knowledge repreDue to space limitations, this paper presents the sentation for system architecture (UML and SysML overall RDDA architecture and the methodology. diagrams) and for components (semantic annoDetails on the specification language and on the tations). In addition to specifications for producrule-based processing will be published in a later t/subsystem features and capabilities, the RDDA article. This paper continues in the next section ontology supports Quality of Service and system with a description of the RDDA framework. Section resource constraints, such as energy, CPU load, Ill describes the architecture of the Requirementsbandwidth, weight, and volume.
Driven Design Automation framework. Related work Design automation is supported for architecture is described in section IV and section V summarizes development by component selection and design this document with a discussion and conclusions. structure synthesis. 1) The Requirements Domain: The Requirements Domain ontology defines concepts, relation-A. The OPP Design Language ships and properties necessary to describe sysThe ODL must be able to express concepts tem/application requirements. It defines also confrom the domains of product requirements, compocepts for requirements tracking. 
